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Large-eddy simulation of a jet flame in a hot diluted coflow has been performed. The
burner under consideration was operated in the moderate and intense low oxygen dilution
(MILD) combustion regime, and utilizes a three-stream feed system to supply fuel, diluted
coflow, and air to the burner (Dally, B. B., Karpetis, A. N., and Barlow, R. S., Proc.
Combust. Inst., Vol. 29, 2002, pp. 1147–1154). The reduced oxygen concentration in the
coflow decreases the reactivity of the mixture, and, in turn, increases the sensitivity of the
flame to variations in mixture composition and inflow conditions at the burner inlet. This
work addresses both issues, namely the modeling of a three-stream burner system and the
characterization of the sensitivity of the burner to variations in inflow and scalar boundary
conditions. In the first part of this paper, a flamelet-based combustion model is extended
to account for variations in the composition of the oxidizer stream. To this end, a scalar
quantity, representing the oxidizer split, is introduced, and all thermochemical quantities
are represented in terms of two conserved scalars and a reaction progress variable. The
second part of this paper investigates the sensitivity of the flame structure to variations
in scalar inflow boundary conditions. LES calculations with nominal boundary conditions
and boundary conditions determined from experimental data are prescribed for all scalar
quantities. Results show that the selection of the inflow conditions not only affects the
nozzle-near region of the flame, but also leads to significant variations in the upper part
of the flame. Reasons for this sensitivity are attributed to the population of the flamelet
state-space and are further analyzed in the paper.
I. Introduction
T
o meet increasing environmental concerns and rapidly growing energy demands, advanced combustion
technologies are required to achieve significant reductions in pollutant emissions and higher thermal
efficiencies. The so-called moderate and intense low oxygen dilution (MILD) combustion or flameless ox-
idation are attractive technologies that have the potential to enable considerable improvements in overall
combustion efficiency and pollutant emissions.1, 2 In these systems, the combustion process is facilitated
under reduced oxygen conditions and partial recirculation of heat and exhaust gases. While the thermal
energy of the reaction products is used to heat the reactants, the overall lean combustion leads to a reduction
of the peak temperature which suppresses nitrogen oxide formation. The reduced oxygen concentration in
the unburned mixture reduces the chemical reactivity, so that MILD combustion is typically characterized
by the low Damköhler number kinetics-controlled combustion regime. Recent progress on the technological
development and combustion-physical understanding of MILD combustion systems is summarized in the
review articles by Cavaliere & de Joannon3 and Katsuki & Hasegawa.4
Over the past several years, MILD combustion has been studied by different groups.5–11 Experimental
investigations confirmed that a significant reduction in NOx emissions can be achieved under MILD com-
bustion conditions, and detailed measurements in the reaction zone have demonstrated that – unlike to
diffusion-controlled flames – the flame structure is primarily controlled by reaction kinetics.5 In a series of
experiments, Dally and coworkers8–11 performed detailed measurements in a MILD burner configuration. In
these experiments operating conditions, fuel composition, and oxygen content were systematically modified
in order to quantify their effects on structure and stability of the flame. This burner system was designed
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as a three-stream system, in which a central fuel jet is issued into a hot diluted coflow. This burner is
surrounded by an air stream at ambient condition and allows to investigate effects of the air entrainment
on the flame dynamics in the upper part of the flame. Although the boundary conditions are carefully con-
trolled in this burner, measurements near the burner exit suggest that the composition in the coflow stream
is intermittent. Since the MILD combustion process is particularly sensitive to the oxygen concentration
in the oxidizer stream, the focus of this work is to computationally investigate these effects on combustion
process and flame stability.
Experimental studies of MILD combustion were complemented by modeling efforts, and different ap-
proaches were employed. These efforts included zero-dimensional investigations using a well-stirred reactor
approximation.5, 12 In these investigations, the influence of residence time, temperature, and composition
of the reactant mixture on the combustion process were studied, and distinct kinetics regimes could be
identified that are particularly relevant for dilute combustion.
An unsteady Eulerian flamelet formulation was used by Coelho & Peters13 to model the NO formation in
a MILD burner. The predictive capability of different NO models has been investigated in application to a
confined MILD combustor by Mancini et al.14 Their results showed that the thermal NO pathway provides
the main source for NO formation and the contribution from the prompt NO path is insignificant for the
investigated burner operating conditions.
Kim et al.15 applied a conditional moment closure (CMC) model to the three-stream MILD burner
configuration of Dally et al.10 In their work, a RANS formulation was used in which model constants
were adjusted to match the axial decay rate of the mixture fraction. The scalar mixing between the three
streams was represented by a single mixture fraction, and the results for temperature and major species mass
fractions were in good agreement with measurements for three operating conditions investigated. The same
experimental configuration was used by Christo & Dally16 to assess different turbulence models, chemical
mechanisms, and combustion models in the prediction of the MILD combustion at three different operating
conditions. From this investigation, they concluded that conserved scalar formulations provide significant
discrepancies for major species predictions, which they attributed to the single mixture fraction formulation
employed in this investigation.
Hasse & Peters17 extended the flamelet formulation to account for the interaction between three reactant
streams. This two-mixture fraction formulation has been derived through a three-scale asymptotic analysis,
and accounts for the interaction between both mixture fields. Although they applied this model to a Diesel
engine combustion configuration with split injection, this formulation is also of potential relevance to other
three-feed combustion systems, including the MILD burner system of Dally et al.10
Despite various RANS modeling efforts, the large-eddy simulation (LES) technique found only limited
application to the prediction of MILD combustion. Duwig et al.18 applied LES to flameless combustion in
a model gas turbine combustor using a two-scalar chemistry formulation. Comparisons with experimental
data for velocity fields were in reasonable agreement with measurements.
The objective of this work is to conduct LES of the well-characterized three-stream burner configuration
of Dally et al.10 To this end, a flamelet-based combustion model will be developed to account for the mixing
between the three reactant streams. It will be shown that this model is equivalent to the formulation of
Hasse & Peters17 for the case that individual flamelets weakly interact in flamelet space.
The second aspect of this work addresses the modeling of scalar inflow boundary conditions. LES predic-
tions depend on the accurate specification of inflow and boundary conditions. This is particularly relevant for
combustor configurations that are primarily controlled by reaction kinetics. To address this issue, LES cal-
culations are conducted in which the boundary conditions of the coflow stream are systematically modulated
in order to assess the effect of variations in the scalar composition on the flame structure.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The mathematical model describing the three-stream
combustion model and the presumed PDF closure is presented in Sec. II. The experimental configuration and
computational setup are summarized in Sec. III. Computational results and comparison with experimental
data are discussed in Sec. IV, and the paper finishes with conclusions.
II. Mathematical Model
A. Flamelet Representation in Three-Stream Combustion Problem
In this paper we consider a jet flame configuration, in which reactants are supplied by three separate streams.
This configuration is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(left), in which stream (1) corresponds to the fuel
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supply, stream (2) is the coflow, and stream (3) denotes the surrounding air stream. In the lower part of the
flame, combustion is controlled by the mixing between fuel and coflow-stream (red line), and in the upper
part the flame is formed between fuel and air stream (blue line). The corresponding representation in mixture
fraction space is shown in Fig. 1(right). From this schematic it can be seen that in the lower and upper region
of the flame, the flame is represented by a one-dimensional structure. Flamelets originating from different
streams interact only weakly, and this interaction is confined to the narrow region connecting the lower and
upper part of the flame. As such, the flamelet-paradigm19, 20 remains a locally valid approximation, and is
therefore applicable to this three-stream flame configuration.
For the prediction of this three-stream burner, a LES combustion model will be extended. This model is






= ω̇ , (1)
together with the corresponding boundary conditions in the fuel and oxidizer stream:
φ(Z = 1) = φF , (2)
φ(Z = 0) = φO . (3)
In the above equations, Z is the mixture fraction, χZ = 2α|∇Z|
2 is the scalar dissipation rate, and ω̇
corresponds to the source term of all species Y and temperature T , that are collectively denoted by the








Figure 1. Schematic of three-stream flame configuration (left) and corresponding representation in flamelet
state space (right).
In the three-stream combustion model, variations in the boundary conditions in the oxidizer stream are
incorporated into the steady flamelet equations by generalizing φO in Eq. (3). To this end, conditions in the
oxidizer stream are written in the form
φ(Z = 0) = φO(W ) , (4)
and W , referred to as oxidizer split, is a conserved scalar with W = 0 in the coflow-stream and W = 1 in the
air-stream. With this, the flamelet equations can be solved, subject to the specified conditions on φO(W ). It
will later be shown that through an appropriate definition of W and Z both scalars are independent, resulting
in further model simplification. Note also that this formulation reduces to the two-stream formulation in
the case that W = {0, 1}.
To populate this two-dimensional parameter space, the following procedure is adopted: First, a single
flamelet is solved, describing the mixing between coflow (φO(0)) and air-stream (φO(1)). From this solution,





to express φO as function of W . With the specification of the boundary condition on the oxidizer side in
terms of W , flamelets are evaluated by solving the steady flamelet equations (1). The solution of the steady
flamelet equations corresponds to the so-called “S-shaped” curve, and is parameterized in terms of Z, W ,
and χZ,st, viz.,
φ = φ(Z, W, χZ,st) , (6)
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Figure 2. Solution of the flamelet equations corresponding to the condition of the MILD combustor (see
Tab. 1). The fuel mixture consists of a methane/hydrogen mixture in the ratio 1:1. The conditions of the
coflow stream correspond to W = 0, and W = 1 corresponds to the oxidizer mixture in the air-stream: (a)
S-shaped curve and (b) steady flamelet solutions corresponding to the stably burning branch on the S-shape
curve, evaluated for χZ,st = 10 s
−1.
with χZ,st = χZF (Z), and F (Z) is an analytical function characterizing the profile of the scalar dissipation
rate.20 The solution of the flamelet equations for a range of oxidizer conditions is illustrated in Fig. 2, and
corresponding conditions for the fuel and oxidizer streams are summarized in Tab. 1. From this figure it can
be seen that with the transition from W = 0 (coflow: XO2 = 0.09, T = 1300 K) to W = 1 (air: XO2 = 0.232,
T = 300 K) the stoichiometric flame temperature increases by approximately 250 K, and the stoichiometric
flame location shifts towards the fuel-rich side.
B. Definition of Scalar Quantities
A common definition for the mixture fraction, that is frequently used in experimental investigations and due











































in which the superscripts, F, O(0), and O(1) denote the fuel-stream, coflow-stream (W = 0), and air-stream
(W = 1), respectively. By evaluating ZB for the coflow stream it is readily observed that Eq. (7) maps the
condition in stream 2 to ZB ≃ 0.03. In order to eliminate this ambiguity we will adopt the mixture fraction
definition proposed by Pitsch,22 with the boundary conditions Z = 1 in the fuel stream and Z = 0 in the
oxidizer stream. The regression plot between Z and ZB is shown in Fig. 3.















Figure 3. Regression plot, showing difference
between the mixture fraction Z due to Pitsch
and ZB, which is defined from the elemental
mass fraction and normalized with respect to
hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen.
So far, the oxidizer split W was only defined with respect
to the oxidizer stream, and an expression is required that ex-
tends W to the entire flamelet state space. In principle, such
an expression can be derived from the elemental mass frac-
tions, consistent with Eq. (7). For instance, by first defining
a scalar w from the elemental mass fractions of oxygen and
hydrogen:
w = yO + yH , (8)
an expression for the normalized oxidizer split can be derived










+ B , (9)
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in which the lower triangular matrix A and the vector B are constrained through the normalization conditions
for Z and W . While this definition is valid, it introduces two issues. First, with this definition W is directly
dependent on Z, which is due to the fact that the elemental mass fraction of O and H are also used in
the definition of the mixture fraction. Second, the matrix A is poorly conditioned so that the derived
quantity W is rather sensitive to small perturbations in the vector (Z, w)T . While this is not of direct
consequence for the numerical modeling, small experimental errors in the species measurements can lead to
significant amplifications, rendering W a rather sensitive quantity and therefore inadequate for computational





where yOO denotes the elemental mass fraction of oxygen, evaluated at Z = 0. With this definition, W is
independent of Z and constant for each flamelet, equal to its value in the oxidizer stream. The result of this
analysis is illustrated in Fig. 4, showing the temperature as function of the two independent state parameters
Z and W . From this figure it can be seen that with increasing W the maximum flame temperature increases
and the flame broadens, which is attributed to the increasing oxygen content in the oxidizer stream.



















Figure 4. Temperature as function of Z and
W , evaluated at a constant progress variable
of χZ,st = 10 s
−1. The solid line illustrates the
location of stoichiometric mixture fraction Zst
as function of W .
In this context it is noteworthy mentioning that the oxi-
dizer split, defined by Eq. (10) cannot be directly evaluated
from the experimental data. While this would be desirable
for model validation, single-point measurements and data that
are conditioned on the mixture fraction ZB are reported, and
ZB = ZB(Z, W ) can be evaluated from the combustion model.
C. LES Combustion Model
In LES, the Favre-filtered form of the governing equations,
describing the conservation of mass and momentum, are
solved using a low-Mach-number variable density formula-
tion.23 These equations are complemented by a combustion
model in order to provide information about filtered den-
sity and other unclosed thermochemical quantities required to
solve the turbulent reactive flow system. To this end, we will
extend the flamelet/progress variable (FPV) formulation.23
For application to the three-stream problem, the FPV model
extension can be derived from Eq. (6), in which a progress
variable C is introduced in order to replace the explicit de-
pendence of φ on the scalar dissipation rate. Compared to
the formulation of Eq. (6), the advantage of this transformation is that it provides a unique representation
of all thermochemical quantities along the entire S-shaped curve. This parameterization can then be written
as:
φ = φ(Z, W, C) , (11)
and C is defined from a linear combination of major product species, C = YCO2 + YCO + YH2O + YH2 .
Effects of turbulence/chemistry interaction are modeled through a presumed PDF approach, and Favre-




φ(Z, W, C)P̃ (Z, W, C)dZdWdZ . (12)
Using Bayes’ theorem, the joint PDF P̃ (Z, W, C) can be written as
P̃ (Z, W, C) = P̃ (Z, W )P (C|Z, W ) , (13)
in which the conditional PDF P (C|Z, W ) is modeled by a Dirac delta function. An often employed presumed
PDF closure model for a conserved scalar is the beta distribution, and a priori studies for single scalar mixing
problems have shown that this is a reasonable approximation for canonical flow configurations.24, 25 For the
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statistical description of the mixing between two correlated conserved scalars, the bivariate beta distribution
can be used.26 This joint PDF has the form
β(Z, W ) =
Γ(a + b + c)
Γ(a)Γ(b)Γ(c)
Za−1(1 − Z)b+c−1W b−1(1 − W )a+c−1
(1 − ZW )a+b+c
. (14)
The coefficients a, b, and c are determined by the moments of Z and W :
a = Z̃γ , b = W̃
(1 − Z̃)
(1 − W̃ )
γ , c = (1 − Z̃)γ , γ =
Z̃
Z̃ ′′2
(1 − Z̃) − 1 . (15)
and the variance of W is constrained by W̃ , Z̃, and Z̃ ′′2
W̃ ′′2 =
W̃ (1 − W̃ )2
(1 − Z̃)γ + (1 − W̃ )
. (16)
In the present case, both conserved scalars are independent, so that the joint PDF of Z and W can be ex-
pressed by their marginal PDFs, P̃ (Z, W ) = β(Z)β(W ) with β(x) =
∫ 1
0
β(x, y)dy, and β(x) is the well-know
univariate beta distribution. Because of this statistical independence between Z and W , the univariate beta
distribution is used as presumed PDF closure to represent both scalars. Both distributions are parameterized
in terms of Z̃, Z̃ ′′2, W̃ , and W̃ ′′2 for which additional transport equations are solved in the LES combustion
model. The mean thermochemical quantities are then parameterized in the form:
φ̃ = φ̃(Z̃, Z̃ ′′2, W̃ , W̃ ′′2, C̃) . (17)
This thermochemical state relation is pre-computed and parameterized in a chemistry table from which
information about unclosed chemical source terms, density, and other quantities are retrieved during the
LES calculation.
III. Experimental Configuration and Computational Setup
In the following, the three-stream FPV combustion model is applied to the burner configuration that
was experimentally studied by Dally et al.10, 16 In this burner, a methane/hydrogen fuel jet is issued into
a hot diluted coflow. The diameter of the fuel pipe is Dref = 4.25 mm, and the jet exit Reynolds number
is 9500. From this Reynolds number and the kinematic viscosity of the fuel mixture, a bulk exit velocity
of Uref = 73.5 m/s was computed. The coflow consists of reaction products from the secondary combustion
of the same fuel mixture, which is subsequently mixed with nitrogen and air in order to obtain a specified
oxygen concentration. The temperature in the coflow stream is kept constant at a nominal value of 1300 K
and the mass flow rate of the coflow was reported with 4.8 g/s. The diameter of the coflow annulus is 82 mm.
The burner is surrounded by an air stream, and the air is supplied by a wind tunnel at an exit velocity of
3.2 m/s. In this experimental series, effects of the coflow-oxygen concentration on the flame structure have
been investigated, and three experiments with different oxygen mass fractions were conducted. The following
study focuses on the HM3-configuration with a nominal oxygen mass fraction of 9 % in the coflow. The
experimental parameters are summarized in Tab. 1.
The Favre-filtered governing equations are solved in cylindrical coordinates.23 The geometry is non-
dimensionalized by the jet nozzle diameter Dref and the computational domain is 40 Dref × 20 Dref × 2π in
axial, radial, and circumferential directions, respectively. The axial direction is discretized with 192 grid
points following a linear growth rate, and 165 grid points are used in radial direction. The circumferential
direction is equally spaced and uses 64 points, resulting in a total number of approximately 2 million grid
points. The minimum and maximum filter widths are ∆min = 1.5 × 10
−2Dref (at the centerline near the
nozzle exit) and ∆max = 7.5 × 10
−1Dref (outermost computational cell at the exit plane).
The turbulent inflow velocity profile in the fuel jet was generated from a periodic pipe flow simulation,
and the inflow velocity profile in the coflow and air streams was modeled as a laminar shear layer:
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Table 1. Reference parameters for the MILD-combustor simulation.
Parameter Units Jet Coflow Air
d mm 4.25 (= Dref ) 82 –
U m/s 73.5 (= Uref ) 3.2 3.2
T K 305 1300 300
YCH4 – 0.885 – –
YH2 – 0.115 – –
YO2 – – 0.09 0.233
YN2 – – 0.79 0.767
YH2O – – 0.065 –
YCO2 – – 0.055 –
Z – 1 0.03 (exp. data) 0
W – 0 0 (exp. data) 1
C – 0.115 0.12 (exp. data) 0
where ũ is the Favre-filtered axial velocity component, δ is related to the shear layer thickness, Ri and Ro are
the inner and outer radius of the annulus, respectively, and the velocity coefficient U is adjusted to prescribe
the experimentally determined mass flow-rate. The thickness parameter δ is kept constant for the coflow
and air stream and is set to 0.1.
The steady flamelet calculation were performed using the FlameMaster code,27 and the chemistry is
described by the GRI 2.11 mechanism.28 From these flamelets that are parameterized in terms of Z, W, and
C, the chemistry library is generated. To increase the library resolution, Z̃ ′′2 and W̃ ′′2 are replaced by the
mixedness, S̃Z = Z̃ ′′2/(Z̃ − Z̃
2) and S̃W = W̃ ′′2/(W̃ − W̃
2), respectively, and the grid stretching in the
directions of Z̃, S̃Z , and S̃W follow a geometric series. The chemistry table is discretized by 100× 15× 26×
15 × 75 in the directions of Z̃ × S̃Z × W̃ × S̃W × C̃.


















Figure 5. Inflow boundary conditions for the LES cal-
culation: The lines with symbols correspond to the ex-
perimentally determined mean profiles, and the corre-
sponding lines without symbols are the nominal bound-
ary conditions which are constant for each stream. For
reference, the thick vertical lines indicate the wall sepa-
rating the three streams.
The objective of this work is to quantify effects
of inflow boundary conditions on the flame struc-
ture. To this end, two separate LES calculations
that only differ in the specification of the inflow
boundary conditions for the scalar quantities are
performed. In the first calculation, the nominal
boundary conditions are used, assuming that the
scalars Z̃, W̃ , and C̃ are uniform and constant in
each inflow stream. While this is a widely adopted
practice and a reasonable approximation for the
fuel supply and air stream, experimental data sug-
gest that the mixture in the coflow is not uniform.
In fact, the measurements by Dally et al.10 at a
location of one nozzle diameter above the burner
exit show that the temperature and major species
mass fractions are highly intermittent, particularly
in the inner and outer region of the coflow annu-
lus. To account for nonuniform scalar boundary conditions in the coflow stream, the following procedure is
adopted. From the single point measurements at the first measurement location x = 4 mm, conditions for
mean quantities of Z, W, and C are evaluated by minimizing the least square error between measurements
and flamelet results for major species mass fractions and temperature. By solving this minimization problem,
mean data for all scalar quantities can be evaluated which are then prescribed as inflow boundary conditions
in the simulation.
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Figure 6. Comparison of measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) mean and rms statistics for mixture
fraction and temperature along the centerline for the MILD burner configuration.
IV. Results
A. Statistical Flow Field Results
In this section, results from the LES calculation are discussed and compared with experimental data. Two
LES calculations are performed in which the two-mixture fraction flamelet formulation of Sec. II is used. Both
calculations differ only in the specification of the inflow boundary conditions in the coflow stream: Whereas
the first calculation uses homogeneous boundary conditions in the coflow stream for all three scalars, mean
boundary conditions from the experimental measurements are prescribed for the inflow stream in the second
calculation. In the following, statistical results, conditional data, and scatter plots are analyzed for both
calculations.
Favre-averaged results for mixture fraction and temperature along the jet centerline are shown in Fig. 6.
For both types of boundary condition, simulation results are in reasonable agreement with experimental data.
The LES calculation with prescribed experimental boundary condition predicts an initially faster decay rate
of the mixture fraction compared to the experimental data. This faster decay rate of the mean mixture
fraction is directly related to an earlier prediction of the peak location of the mixture fraction variance,
which is illustrated in the upper right graph of Fig. 6.
Independent of the boundary condition used, both simulations consistently underpredict the mean tem-
perature. The discrepancy between experiments and calculations is approximately constant in the upper part
of the flame, and is less than 120 K. A detailed analysis of conditional data showed that this discrepancy
results from the underprediction of the temperature on the fuel-rich side of the flame. The effects of the
boundary conditions become evident in the results for the temperature variance along the jet centerline. The
simulation with the prescribed mean experimental boundary conditions lead to a faster rise in temperature
variance, which then levels off at approximately 15 diameters downstream of the burner exit. On the other
side, the LES employing homogeneous boundary conditions, underpredicts the temperature variance in the
lower part of the flame.
Conditional data for temperature and species mass fractions of CO2, CO, and OH are compared with
experimental data in Fig. 7. Conditional temperature data for three axial locations in the flame are shown
in the first row of Fig. 7. Compared to the results with the homogeneous boundary conditions, it can be
seen that the calculation using the experimental boundary condition accurately predicts the maximum and
location of the conditional temperature profile throughout the flame. At the first measurement location,
x/Dref = 7.06, the maximum conditional temperature obtained from the simulation with nominal scalar
boundary conditions is underpredicted by approximately 300 K, indicating a delayed flame ignition. Both
calculations underpredict the conditional temperature on the fuel-rich side of the flame, and an explanation
for this discrepancy is offered in the next section.
Results for the conditional CO2 mass fraction are shown in the second row of Fig. 7. Contrary to the
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results for the temperature profiles, it appears that the simulation employing homogeneous inflow conditions
provides better predictions for the location x/Dref = 7.06. In this context it is noted that CO2 is mainly
formed through the exothermic reaction pathway CO + OH ⇋ CO2 + H, which is associated with significant
heat release. Since, however, the corresponding temperature is underpredicted, it is believed that this
favorable agreement for the CO2 mass fraction is fortuitous, which is further supported by the apparent
discrepancy for the CO and OH mass fraction results. With increasing downstream flame location, both
simulations yield comparable results for carbon dioxide mass fraction.
The simulation using the experimental boundary conditions overpredicts carbon monoxide on the fuel-rich
side of the flame. Kim et al.15 speculated that this discrepancy could partially be attributed to non-unity
Lewis number effects, and further investigations will address this issue.
Predictions for OH mass fraction are compared with experimental data in the bottom row of Fig. 7.
It can be seen that the calculation using the experimental inflow conditions leads to improved predictions
for the conditional OH mass fraction. Compared to the results obtained by employing nominal boundary
conditions, the predictions for the OH radical are improved by a factor of two throughout the flame.
Experimental investigations showed that the surrounding air stream is interacting with the unburned fuel
stream in the upper part of the flame, corresponding to a distance of about 30 nozzle diameters above the
burner exit. Therefore, it can be expected that the last measurement station, shown in Fig. 7, is primarily




















































x/Dref = 7.06 x/Dref = 14.12 x/Dref = 28.24
Figure 7. Comparison of measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) conditional mean temperature and mean
mass fractions of CO2, CO, and OH at four axial locations in the flame.
In summary, the results for the conditional data of temperature and species mass fractions show that the
predictions for the MILD combustion are sensitive to the scalar inflow boundary conditions. Interestingly,
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this sensitivity is not only confined to the nozzle-near region of the flame, but also affects the flame structure
in the upper part of the flame.
B. Scatter Data
To reconcile the discrepancy between both simulations on the fuel-rich side of the flame, we will next analyze
scatter data. To this end, instantaneous sample data for mixture fraction Z̃ and oxidizer split W̃ are
extracted from both calculations and plotted in Fig. 8. Symbols shown in black are randomly sampled from




















Figure 8. Comparison of scatter plots in the eZ-fW plane. Symbols shown in black are randomly sampled from
the entire simulation domain, and colored symbols correspond to sample data along different axial planes in
the flame.
the entire simulation domain, and the colored symbols correspond to data along different axial planes in
the flame. From this figure it can be seen that both calculations populate distinctly different regions in the
state space. In particular, the LES calculation employing homogeneous scalar inflow boundary conditions
occupies a region connection the pure fuel stream, coflow, and air stream. On the other side, the simulation
with the experimental boundary conditions occupies a significantly larger region in that state-space, and this
region is determined by the specification of the inflow boundary conditions. With increasing downstream
direction the occupied state space region increases and spreads out in the region surrounding the reaction
zone of the flame. The difference in the population of the state space provides a direct explanation of the
apparent discrepancy of the conditional data. A detailed analysis of the flamelet profiles showed a significant
change in the flame structure on the fuel-rich side of the flame with variation in the oxidizer split. This is
associated with variations in the mixture-dependent thermo-diffusive properties. Therefore, it is anticipated
that a refinement of the specification of the scalar boundary conditions can lead to further improvement of
the simulation results.
V. Conclusions
Large-eddy simulation of a jet in a diluted hot coflow was conducted. The combustor configuration
under investigation was operated in the moderate and intense low oxygen dilution (MILD) combustion
regime utilizing a three-stream feed system to supply fuel, diluted coflow, and air to the burner.
The first part of this paper addressed the development of a LES combustion model for application to the
three-stream combustion system. To this end, a flamelet-based combustion model is extended to account for
variations in the oxidizer composition by introducing the oxidizer split as additional conserved scalar variable.
The steady one-dimensional flamelet equations are then solved for conditions spanning the range of oxidizer
compositions between coflow and air stream, and all thermodynamic quantities are then parameterized in
terms of two conserved scalars and a reaction progress variable. As such, this three-stream combustion model
accounts for weak interactions in flamelet space through the solution of an additional transport equation
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for the oxidizer split. For application in LES, a presumed PDF formulation is employed to account for
turbulent/chemistry interaction on the subgrid scales.
The second part of this paper addressed the sensitivity of the flow field and flame structure to inflow
conditions. Two calculations were performed in which scalar boundary conditions were modified. Through
these simulations it was shown that this MILD combustor exhibits strong sensitivity to variations in boundary
conditions that not only affect the nozzle-near region but extend throughout the entire flame region. This
pronounced sensitivity was attributed to the distinct population in flamelet state-space. Predictions from
the simulation employing experimentally determined boundary conditions are in reasonable agreement with
measurements on the fuel-lean side, and reasons for the discrepancy on the rich side are discussed in the
paper.
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